Greetings;
Being a "friend" for the proposition for the committee on HB 248 for state of
Ohio as well as an Interested Party, I am a medical professional and from what
research gathered since BEFORE this "virus" broke out in America had proved to
me that this "vaccine" : 1) Is NOT a "vaccine"; 2) That this is more of a "medical
device" and a danger to every system in any human's body; 3) This device has not
been tested appropriately for healthy use; 4) this device is NOT SAFE for humans
nor animals and is causing irreparable damage in many folks who will NEVER get
back what they have lost and including up to losing their lives; 5) this device
although pushed through the FDA for "emergency use", still does not make this
safe for # 4 above; 6) This committee should take a good listen to ohio's own Dr
Sherri Tenpenny, DO of Cleveland ohio, who is an expert with "vaccines" as well
as her colleagues and how this medical device functions and destroys systemic
tissues as well as changes the body's own DNA; 7) (This device) has been
purposely "constructed"/ orchestrated to harm human tissues and to depopulate
populations via harming the sick or folks who have pre-existing conditions, the
elderly, the well and to sterilize the young all while being placed by known
political NON physicians; ie: Bill Gates representing himself and his foundations
who have ALWAYS pumped third world nations full of toxins and poisons "for the
greater good" who has paid for research into and for "the gain of function" of this
device, Klaus Schwaub of WEF, who I am sure has put up some LARGE Stakes($$$)
into this same, gain of function of this device, How Big Tech is "Censoring"
material on most main stream internet programs ANYTHING having to do with the
medical device HARMING and this is just to name a few financiers. There are
other prominent national and world "bankers", "corporations", physicians,

"scientists" and plenty of "Stakeholders" in Pharmaceutical companies who along
with the few mentioned above support this device for eugenic purposes ONLY!
and betting on making Big Bucks while at it. NONE of these folks mentioned
above will allow themselves to be injected by a substance that is know to
destroy!; 8) Now coming to realization that ones who have been injected with
this device are now, just by being around others, who are healthy, "uninjected",
now Infected with bizarre symptoms of the ones who were injected previously; 9)
All of this Is being now thwarted against ALL populations of the world, including
the united States of America BY politicians who have no sense beyond what is
being translated by the "main stream media" to them instead of picking up a
mouse and searching for materials related to this absolute dangerous medical
device which WILL and IS being thrown @ people as they are coerced, tricked
and deceived to "take" a substance/medical device that destroys their DNA, body
systems and a good part of their lives. Politicians have and are Breaching the
FIDUCIARY (of) Trust belonging to the people who "voted" them in to office and
who TOOK an Oath of Office, and taking advice from and allow legislated "law" to
command what they do; 10) Politicians ARE NOT Medical people and do not
have a clue nor understand medicine. Politicians should NOT ALLOW ANY
"passport" system to dictate a "flu" that has a 99.5% "survival" rate and nor
should they allow HEALTHY people to BE COMPELLED to get a "device" injected
into their systems that will do nothing but tear the systems down, eventually
HARMING them, one way or another, up to and including loss of life!; 11) Former
CEO's of some of the producers of this device are speaking out AGAINST "taking"
this injection!; 12) Legislating a BAD LAW does not make our state right and a law
that ALLOWS HARM is NOT GOOD no matter what political side IS PUSHING for

the law!!; 13) Any political push to VIOLATE the national Constitution or the state
Constitution by limiting what one does with their own sovereign selves and
without CONSENT of ANY People ( the state of consent does NOT belong to the
"state") is IN Violation of your Oaths of Office, the FIDUCIARY TRUST and the
people's Un*A*lien*able status which we as people value;
14) I apologize that I have no visual material submitted with my testimony. I am
an adult within being the age of consent as well as a medical professional and I do
NOT GIVE any politician MY CONSENT to legislate a law that will compel me
without my consent. I have given you my opinion based upon materials studied,
listened and read. I am aware of the injuries' and death this device has caused
and is causing and I further suggest to ALL committee members to edify your
selves before making a decision you may regret later and 14) (this device) does in
no way STOP or PREVENT the alleged "covid19 virus" and with that in mind,
please tell me what is the "greater" good?
Thank you
JoAnn Fox, Strasburg, Ohio

